Grade 4
Distance Learning for All
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June 1, 2020

Distance Learning Educational Resources

Dear SKPS Families,
Per instructions from Governor Brown and the Oregon Department of
Education, as of April 13, 2020 Salem-Keizer Public Schools have Transitioned
to distance learning. With several weeks left, we have much to cover. This
packet is an approximation of the online learning that teachers and students
are engaged in.
Please reach out to your student's teacher for questions, concerns, or
additional information - we are here to assist you. Please stay home and stay
safe to the extent that you can.

Additional Resources for Students
Online resources- All of these activities are optional
★

Learning Resources

★

Stress Relief

★
★

Daily Activities
Brain Breaks

Free Meals for Children under 18
★ List of Grab-and-Go sites

Family Resources and Materials
Sample Daily Schedule
*Please keep in mind, this is a sample schedule. Your teacher may set up alternative times for
specific content areas or meetings.
Time

Activity

8:00 9:00 am

Morning Routine
Breakfast
Get ready. Yes, change out of PJs

9:00 9:30 am

Check in Google Classroom and/or Seesaw
Check to see if your teacher has posted any new information on
these sites. Is there a new assignment or will your class be
“meeting” at a certain time?

9:30 10:30 am

Physical Activity, Play, Snack
Ideally outside if weather permits.
Snack time

10: 30 11:30 am

Classwork
Complete the tasks for the day--Math, Literacy, Social-Emotional
Learning, and additional assignments. Remember to check with
your teacher if you need help or have any questions.

11:30 1:00 pm

Lunch, Break, Quiet Time

1:00 2:00 pm

Classwork or Educational Enrichment
If you have completed all of your tasks for the day, take this time to
do an educational game/activity or free write.

2:00 4:00 pm

Physical Activity, Play, Snack
Ideally outside if weather permits.
Snack time.
Relax, play, time with family.

Tic Tac Toe Work Out
Players take turns placing their marks in a square. Players perform the excerise that is in the square they choose

20 Arm Circles

Hold a Sit and Reach for
15 sec. each

10 Pushups

8 Star Jumps

10 Sit Ups

12 Squats

15 sec. Toe Touchs

15 sec. Butterfly
Strech

15 Mountian Climbers

Co lo r By F it n e s s
Pe r fo r m t h e e x e r c is e in e a c h s h a p e t h e n c o lo r it in b y u s in g t h e k e y b e lo w

Gr e e n = Sq u a t s (S)
Pin k = Bu r p e e s (B)
Blu e = Pu s h u p s (P- U)
Br o w n = Sit Up s (S- U)

Pu r p le = J u m p in g J a c ks (J - J )
Ye llo w = Lu n g e s (L)
Or a n g e = Mo u n t a in Clim b e r s (M- C)

Distance Learning for All Packet

Literacy
Dear parents, to access some information about the Literacy standards, please scan
the code with your cell phone.

Literacy Weekly Activities
Session 1 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 1:
❏ Review the four types of text structures we have studied the last few weeks
❏ Work on “How do I know what kind of text structure it is?” graphic organizer

Session 2 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 2:
❏ Read the article in this packet about the raccoon.
❏ HIghlight any signal words in the article that would help you know the text structures of the article.
Make a note of any other ways the author might help us know the text structure. Use your resources
from our past lessons. Be ready to talk about it tomorrow.

Session 3 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 3:
❏ Look at your signal words and ideas from yesterday’s article.
❏ Use the sentence frames to write about what kind of text structure(s) can be found in the article.

Session 4 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 4:
❏ Read the article called “Why is it so hard to talk about money?”
❏ Highlight signal words and key phrases that help you to know the text structure(s) in this article.
❏ Use the sentence frames to write about what kind of text structure(s) can be found in the article.

Session 5 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 5:
❏ Review your work from yesterday about the text structure in the money article.

Literacy Weekly Activities
Session 1 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 1:
❏ Review the four types of text structures we have studied the last few weeks
❏ Work on “How do I know what kind of text structure it is?” graphic organizer

Overview for this week:
This week, we are reviewing four types of text structures found in non-fiction text: chronology,
problem/solution, comparison, and cause/effect.
You will review the four types and then spend a little time looking at an article to see if you can find the
text structure.
Before we start, share with someone your answer to at least one of these questions:
● Why do we learn about text structures?
● How does learning about a text structure help us as a reader?
● How does learning about a text structure help us as a writer?
Turn to the next page to get started on today’s review and activity!

Literacy Weekly Activities
Activity: Review types of structures in texts
Directions: Below, find four different types of structures found in informational/expository texts
(chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/solution). Each type of structure is in a graphic
organizer called a Frayer model. Review the information here. Add any additional details you think
would be helpful. Keep this page to help you this week.
Definition:
the order in which a series of
events happened

Signal words, features, or
examples to look for:
●
●
●
●

Times and dates
Sequence words (first, next, then,
finally, etc.)
Timelines
“The astronauts’ day on July 16,
1969, began with a 4 AM wake-up
call from their supervisor.”

Definition:
Identifying how ideas or things are
similar or different

Sketch or
illustration:

Non-examples

Type of structure in text:

chronology

●
●
●

Comparing two things
If/then language
“Then the dog solved the problem
by going around the building
since the fence was closed..”

●
●
●

If/then
“The difficulty was solved by…”
Sequence words

Sketch or
illustration:

Type of structure in text:
Signal words, features, or
examples to look for:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Similar
Same
Just like
Different from
On the contrary
_______, but ____________

comparison

Non-examples
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Definition (in your own words):
● When something happens
and then something else
occurs because of the first
event

Sketch or
illustration:

Type of structure in text:
Signal words, features, or
examples to look for:
●
●
●
●
●
●

if/then
Reasons why something
happened
So that
In order to
Due to
This led to

Definition:
A difficulty that happens and how
that difficulty is taken care of

cause and
effect

Non-examples
●
●
●

Comparing two things
Naming just a cause without an
effect (“There was an
earthquake.”)
Naming an effect without a
cause (“The houses fell down.”

Sketch or
illustration:

Type of structure in text:
Signal words, features, or
examples to look for:
●
●
●
●

So that
Problem and then a solution
Was resolved by
To address this,

problem and
solution

Non-examples
●
●

Description only, such as:
“There is a tree in the park.”
Comparing two events: “The
wind blew on Tuesday and
the wind blew on Friday.”
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How do I know what kind of text structure it is?
Activity: We have learned about four text structures. Sometimes the author uses signal words to help us know
which text structure is being used. Sometimes the author gives us other clues as to how we know the author is
using that text structure. Sometimes the author even uses a few different text structures in the same article.

Directions: In the table below, fill in information in any empty boxes. You are welcome to add to other boxes,
too, if you want. Use your notes from the last few weeks as much as you want.
Text structure

Signal words and
phrases

Comparison

Chronology

●
●

●
●

Cause and effect

●
●
●
●
●
●

Problem and
solution

Other ways I might know the
author is using this text structure

Optional: Give an example that
we learned about

The author puts two related
ideas near each other in the text
and then shows how they are the
same or different

In E
 arthquakes, the author
showed the damage caused by
different earthquakes. The ideas
(earthquake events) were
related, but the outcomes were
different for each of the ideas.

Times and
dates
Sequence
words (first,
next, then,
finally, etc.)
Timelines
Time periods,
such as “For
100 years”
If/then
Reasons why
something
happened
So that
In order to
Due to
This led to

In the article about Crater Lake,
the author talked about how
Crater Lake was formed by
sharing what caused it to form.

The author describes something
that’s an issue or a problem.
Then, the author describes how it
was solved. It is common for an
author to do this with problem
and solution text structures.

Literacy Weekly Activities
Session 2 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 2:
❏ Read the article in this packet about the raccoon.
❏ HIghlight any signal words in the article that would help you know the text structures of the article.
Make a note of any other ways the author might help us know the text structure. Use your resources
from our past lessons. Be ready to talk about it tomorrow.

Curious and not afraid of heights: Raccoon
climbs to top of a skyscraper
https://newsela.com/read/Raccoon-climbs-skyscraper/id/44365/?collection_id=339&search_id=bc5e27e6-6512-41ea-96b
0-60cb6eb0e83d

Office workers in the building took photographs of the raccoon as it made its way up to the top. Photo by: Paige Donnelly Law on
Twitter

By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff
Published:06/17/2018
Word Count:677
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On Tuesday, June 12, the world watched as a raccoon slowly climbed a 25-story office tower in
downtown St. Paul, Minnesota. Many were terrified the animal would slip and fall to its death.
Fortunately, it didn't.
Scientist Suzanne MacDonald studies city-dwelling raccoons. Like many others, she was gripped by
the raccoon's climb up the building, but she wasn't worried. Why? Because raccoons have "quite a few
superpowers," she explained. The most obvious of those talents is amazing climbing skills.
Raccoons have very strong legs. Their paws have five toes with long claws and incredible dexterity.
This allows them to break open clams and garbage cans, and to climb construction cranes and

chimneys. Their hind feet can twist very far to the side, which makes it easier for them to climb down.
"Their dexterity is really remarkable," scientist Sarah Benson-Amram said. Like MacDonald,
Benson-Amram studies raccoons.
Pebbly Surface Made Building Easier To Grip
St. Paul's UBS Tower has a pebbly surface, which made it easier for the raccoon to grip. The major
challenge was the building's great height. By the time MacDonald tuned in Tuesday evening, the
animal was napping on the 23rd-floor window ledge. She said she knew it was "headed for the top and
was just taking a break."
MacDonald said raccoons are very curious and tend to explore new things. Their curiosity can help
them find food or a good place to sleep.
Curiosity Is Both Good And Bad
Raccoons' curiosity "makes them very successful in the city," MacDonald said. "They grab onto things
and do things and fiddle around with things."
Curiosity can also get raccoons into trouble.
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The UBS Tower raccoon probably started out looking for pigeon eggs on a lower ledge of the building,
MacDonald said. Then, it likely got frightened when construction workers offered it a ladder to help
it reach the ground. To get away, it headed up, without thinking about how tall the building was.

"They don't plan things out. They don't say, 'If I climb this building, I will be stuck.' They just do the
thing and regret it later," MacDonald said.
Kept Breaking Out Of Their Cages
So, raccoons are curious and bold. But are they also supersmart, as many people believe? The answer
to that question is unclear because scientists haven't studied raccoons that much. In the first half of
the 1900s, raccoons were the subjects of a few tests. However, they turned out to be poor lab animals
because they kept breaking out of their cages. After a while, scientists "just gave up and went back to
rats and pigeons," Benson-Amram said.
There have been some recent studies of raccoon intelligence. One of Benson-Amram's students tested
three raccoons to see if they would be able to get a marshmallow floating in a column of water. The
raccoons were given two balls. One was a heavy ball, which if dropped into the water would raise the
water level to the point where the marshmallow would be reachable. The other was a light ball, which
wouldn't raise the water level if it was dropped into the water.
In the end, the raccoons got their treats, but not in the way the scientists expected. One just knocked
the heavy column over. Two sometimes used the heavy ball but sometimes pushed the light ball into
the water, which worked by splashing bits of marshmallow upward. The raccoons turned an object
that shouldn't have worked into one that did, Benson-Amram said.
Very Intelligent In Their Own Way
"They have a very unique way of approaching the world," Benson-Amram said. "I think they're very
intelligent in their own way."
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Benson-Amram somehow missed the raccoon news out of Minnesota until Wednesday morning.
"When I saw it, I wasn't shocked. I was like: 'Oh, OK, it's a raccoon. They do amazing things all the
time, things we don't know they're capable of.'"
The UBS Tower raccoon did make it to the top safely. It turned out to be a young female. She was
captured and released into the wild.

Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2018 Washington Post. All rights reserved.

Literacy Weekly Activities
Session 3 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 3:
❏ Look at your signal words and ideas from yesterday’s article.
❏ Use the sentence frames to write about what kind of text structure(s) can be found in the article.

Activity: Look at your notes from yesterday. Think about or talk about these questions: What text
structure did you see the author use? Did the author use more than one? How do you know that text
structure(s) were used?

It is common for authors to use more than one text structure. For today, find at least one text structure
used in the raccoon article. Think about how you know that is a text structure in this article. Then, use
the sentence frames below to help you write about the text structure in this article.

What is one text structure in the article about raccoons?
Option 1: One text structure in this article about raccoons is (text structure). I know because
______________.
Option 2: Because________________, I know that _____ is a text structure in this article about
raccoons.

Write your answer here.

Feeling ready for a challenge? See if you can find a second text structure in this article!

Literacy Weekly Activities
Session 4 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 4:
❏ Read the article called “Why is it so hard to talk about money?”
❏ Highlight signal words and key phrases that help you to know the text structure(s) in this article.
❏ Use the sentence frames to write about what kind of text structure(s) can be found in the article.
Read: Read the article that starts on the next page. It is called “Why is it so hard to talk about money?”
Highlight signal words or key phrases that help you understand the text structure.
Activity: Look at your notes from the article. Think about or talk about these questions: What text
structure did you see the author use? Did the author use more than one? How do you know
that/those text structure(s) were used?

It is common for authors to use more than one text structure. For today, find at least one text structure
used in the money article. Think about how you know that is a text structure in this article. Then, use
the sentence frames below to help you write about the text structure in this article.

What is one text structure in the article about money?
Option 1: One text structure in this article about ____________is (text structure). I know because
______________.
Option 2: Because________________, I know that _____ is a text structure in this article about
_______________.
Write your answer here.

Literacy Weekly Activities
Science & Math

Why is it so hard to talk about money?

Many people find it hard to discuss money with others. Photo from Getty Images.

By Scientific American, adapted by Newsela staff
Published:07/20/2018

Talking about money can be very hard. There are many important things to know about money. We
need to understand how to earn it, how to spend it and how to save it. Our future can depend on how
well we manage our money.
Many of us are not sure how to use money wisely. We don't know how much we need to save. We
don't know how to plan for our financial future. The word "financial" simply means having to do with
money.
Asking or answering questions about money makes many people feel uncomfortable. They feel
embarrassed or ashamed.
Not talking about money can be bad for you, though. Many people fall heavily into debt or don't save
enough because they were too embarrassed to ask their friends and family for advice.
Being open to talking about money leads to good things. Friends and family can help us make good
money decisions. In other cases, they can help us realize when we need expert outside advice. For
example, we might be best off talking to someone at a bank.
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Friends And Family
A 2009 study found that students from families that spoke openly about money had better spending
habits. They bought fewer things they didn't really need. Overall, they had much less credit card debt
than students who didn't talk about money with others. Credit cards are used to buy things without
paying money immediately. When you use a credit card, you have extra time to pay the money back. If
you wait too long though, your debt will get higher.
Rather than making financial decisions alone, it's safer to do it with someone else. As they say, two
heads are better than one. Talking things over make it less likely to take too many risks or make
mistakes.
Friends and family can help you reach financial goals, like saving a certain amount of money every
month. One way they can help is by keeping track of how you're doing. If you let them know how
much you want to save and how much you've put away, they will help you stick to your goal.
What Do I Do Next?
Starting a conversation about money can be difficult, though. Here are some ideas that can help get
the ball rolling.
Set up a time to talk with a family member or friend. You may even want to send yourself a reminder,
to make sure you don't forget.
After you set a time on your calendar, it can be useful to prepare questions in advance. Already having
a few questions ready will make you more relaxed and can help keep the conversation on track.
Here is a short list of questions you might want to ask.
● What is the best piece of financial advice you've ever received?
● What are your long-term financial goals?
● How would you deal with a large unexpected cost, such as having to buy or fix a car? Do you
have money saved up or someone you could ask for help?
● Are you currently saving money for college or retirement? Are you happy with how much you
are saving?
● Do you have a spending budget? For example, how much money do you set aside for food each
week? How much money do you set aside for entertainment?
● If you work, have you ever asked for and gotten a pay raise? How did you do it?
● What's one thing you wish your parents would have done differently financially?
Try these questions, or come up with your own.
When we talk openly about money, managing it becomes less tough. Family and friends can help us
reach our financial goals.
Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2018 Scientific American, a division of Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Session 5 _____________________________________________________________________
Student overview for Session 5:
❏ Review your work from yesterday about the text structure in the money article.

Summer Fun at the Beach
My family loves to visit the beach in summer. On our
last trip, ___________ and I explored the rock pools
person’s name

and saw ___________ ___________ and a very
number

plural sea creature

___________ starfish. It was great fun until I was bitten
adjective

on the finger by a ___________

___________! Then

sea creature

___________ swam out really far until he/she came
person’s name

face-to-face with a ___________ ___________! His/her
adjective

sea creature

face turned bright ___________ as he/she swam back
color

to shore as fast as a ___________. ___________ and
noun

person’s name

I had a competition to see who could build the tallest
sand ___________. Mine was ___________ feet tall
noun

number

and I decorated it with ___________ ___________
adjective

plural noun

and ___________. At the end of the day, we were all
plural noun

___________ and ___________ as we headed home in
emotion

adjective

our ___________, ___________ ___________.
adjective

color

vehicle

Find more printables for children at scholastic.com/parents/activities-and-printables
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Summer Experience List
As a family, create a list of goals to achieve this summer.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Find more printables for children at scholastic.com/parents/activities-and-printables
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Social-Emotional
Learning

Social Emotional Learning / Aprendizaje social y emocional
Parent Lesson Tips / Consejos Para Padres
Week of 6/1/20/ Semana del 6/1/20
Grades 3-5 / Grados del 3-5

Parent Lesson Tips
This week your child will be learning how to describe and demonstrate appropriate ways to
manage “Blue Zone” feelings.
• When a person is in the “Blue Zone” they are feeling sad, worried, tired, sick, depressed,
lonely, or bored.
o Talk with your child about when they feel in the “Blue Zone.”
• Each of us has different ways to cope with “Blue Zone feelings.” The coping skills we
choose will bring us back to the “Green Zone,” which is where we feel happy, calm,
relaxed, and ready to learn.
o Ask your child what coping skills they have that move them from the Blue Zone
to the Green Zone?
o Share what coping skills you have that you use to bring yourself from the Blue
Zone to the Green Zone.
• During times where people are encouraged to remain at home, there can be feelings of
boredom, loneliness, or feeling isolated.
o Talk with your child about their feelings during this time.
o What are the ways that you and your child stay connected to family and friends?

 Supplemental Activity for this week:
 In your child’s District Supplemental Packet, find the “Create your own Boredom
Buster Jar” sheet.
 Help your child find an empty box, jar, cup, bowl, or plastic bag.
 Assist them in cutting out the activities listed and place them in the jar.
 Practice using the Boredom Buster Jar with your child.
 Encourage them to use their Boredom Buster Jar when they say share,
they are having “Blue Zone” feelings with you.

Social Emotional Learning / Aprendizaje social y emocional
Supplemental Activity / Actividad suplemental
Week of 6/1/20/ Semana de 6/1/20
Grades 3-5 / Grados del 3-5

Create your own
“Boredom Buster Jar”
to use when you feel
bored!

Directions:
1. Find an empty box, jar, cup, bowl, or plastic bag.
2. Cut out the activities listed below and place them in the jar.
3. When you feel bored, find your Boredom Buster Jar and shake or
mix up the tasks and ideas.
4. Choose one and give it a try!
5. Still feeling bored? Try another!

DRAW WITH SIDEWALK
CHALK
BLOW BUBBLES

DO A PUZZLE

BOTTLE FLIP

WRITE A STORY

WALK THE DOG

READ A BOOK

SEARCH FOR COOL ROCKS

HAVE A PICNIC

PLAY A CARD GAME

PLAY A BOARD GAME

MAKE A PAINTING

ARTHUB.COM DRAWING
LESSON
WASH/CLEAN UP AFTER A
PET
MAKE A CRAFT

RIDE YOUR BIKE

MAKE UP A DANCE

PLAY FREEZE DANCE

WATER PLANTS

TAKE 1 PICTURE FOR EACH
LETTER OF THE ALPHABET
LISTEN TO MUSIC

LOOK FOR LADY BUGS

PICK FLOWERS

WRITE A LETTER

LEARN A MAGIC TRICK

WATCH A MOVIE

DIG IN THE DIRT

PRACTICE A SPORT

HAVE A STARING
CONTEST
CLEAN YOUR ROOM

MAKE & DECORATE
PAPER AIRPLANES
JUMP ROPE

BAKE A TREAT

CREATE A SUPERHERO
DRAW YOURSELF

VACUUM OR SWEEP
YOUR HOUSE
MAKE A FORT OUT OF
BLANKETS
WRITE A POEM

DRAW A COMIC

CREATE A PUPPET
SHOW
PLAY WITH LEGOS

WRITE A LETTER TO A
TEACHER
MAKE PLAYDOH
DESIGN YOUR OWN
BOARD GAME
MAKE FRIENDSHIP
BRACELETS

MAKE AN OBSTACLE
COURSE
EMAIL A TEACHER
PLAY TIC TAC TOE
CREATE ART WITH
RECYCLING
MAKE A PAPER BOAT
LEARN THE WORDS TO A
SONG

PLAY “I SPY”
MAKE YOUR FAMILY
TREE
READ TO SOMEONE
ELSE
DESIGN A PUZZLE
FOLD LAUNDRY
(YOUR CHOICE)

MAKE A HOPSCOTCH GAME
MAKE FINGERPRINT
ANIMALS
MAKE A TREASURE MAP
WRITE IN A JOURNAL
CREATE HAND AND
FOOTPRINT ART
MAKE A LIST OF ALL THE
THINGS YOU ARE GRATEFUL
FOR
(YOUR CHOICE)
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Answer Key
Language Arts

Below, find an annotated text for the raccoon article this week. It shows examples of
text structures students may want to talk about.

Curious and not afraid of heights: Raccoon climbs to top of a
skyscraper
https://newsela.com/read/Raccoon-climbs-skyscraper/id/44365/?collection_id=339&search_id=bc5e27e6-6512-41ea-96b
0-60cb6eb0e83d
Office workers in the building took photographs of the raccoon as it made its way up to the top. Photo by: Paige Donnelly Law on
Twitter

By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff
Published:06/17/2018
Word Count:677

Highlighted article with signal words/notes (students may find more than
indicated here)

Notes

On Tuesday, June 12, the world watched as a raccoon slowly climbed a
25-story office tower in downtown St. Paul, Minnesota. Many were
terrified the animal would slip and fall to its death. Fortunately, it
didn't.
Scientist Suzanne MacDonald studies city-dwelling raccoons. Like
many others, she was gripped by the raccoon's climb up the building,
but she wasn't worried. Why? Because raccoons have "quite a few
superpowers," she explained. The most obvious of those talents is
amazing climbing skills.
Raccoons have very strong legs. Their paws have five toes with long

claws and incredible dexterity. This allows them to break open clams
and garbage cans, and to climb construction cranes and chimneys.

Cause and effect
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Their hind feet can twist very far to the side, which makes it easier for
them to climb down.
"Their dexterity is really remarkable," scientist Sarah Benson-Amram
said. Like MacDonald, Benson-Amram studies raccoons.
Pebbly Surface Made Building Easier To Grip
St. Paul's UBS Tower has a pebbly surface, which made it easier for the
raccoon to grip. The major challenge was the building's great height. By
the time MacDonald tuned in Tuesday evening, the animal was

napping on the 23rd-floor window ledge. She said she knew it was

problem/solution and cause
and effect

"headed for the top and was just taking a break."
MacDonald said raccoons are very curious and tend to explore new
things. Their curiosity can help them find food or a good place to

Cause and effect

sleep.

Curiosity Is Both Good And Bad
Raccoons' curiosity "makes them very successful in the city,"

Problem and solution

MacDonald said. "They grab onto things and do things and fiddle
around with things."
Curiosity can also get raccoons into trouble.

Cause and effect

The UBS Tower raccoon probably started out looking for pigeon eggs

Cause and effect

on a lower ledge of the building, MacDonald said. Then, it likely got
frightened when construction workers offered it a ladder to help it

reach the ground. To get away, it headed up, without thinking about
how tall the building was.
"They don't plan things out. They don't say, 'If I climb this building, I
will be stuck.' They just do the thing and regret it later," MacDonald
said.

Cause and effect
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Kept Breaking Out Of Their Cages
So, raccoons are curious and bold. But are they also supersmart, as
many people believe? The answer to that question is unclear because
scientists haven't studied raccoons that much. In the first half of the
1900s, raccoons were the subjects of a few tests. However, they turned

Problem/solution: Raccoons
were terrible for lab animals
because they escaped, so
researches went back to rats
and pigeons

out to be poor lab animals because they kept breaking out of their

cages. After a while, scientists "just gave up and went back to rats and
pigeons," Benson-Amram said.
There have been some recent studies of raccoon intelligence. One of
Benson-Amram's students tested three raccoons to see if they would be
able to get a marshmallow floating in a column of water. The raccoons
were given two balls. One was a heavy ball, which if dropped into the
water would raise the water level to the point where the marshmallow

Cause and effect

would be reachable. The other was a light ball, which wouldn't raise the
water level if it was dropped into the water.
In the end, the raccoons got their treats, but not in the way the
scientists expected. One just knocked the heavy column over. Two
sometimes used the heavy ball but sometimes pushed the light ball into
the water, which worked by splashing bits of marshmallow upward.
The raccoons turned an object that shouldn't have worked into one that
did, Benson-Amram said.
Very Intelligent In Their Own Way
"They have a very unique way of approaching the world,"
Benson-Amram said. "I think they're very intelligent in their own way."
Benson-Amram somehow missed the raccoon news out of Minnesota
until Wednesday morning. "When I saw it, I wasn't shocked. I was like:
'Oh, OK, it's a raccoon. They do amazing things all the time, things we
don't know they're capable of.'"

Problem and solution

Literacy Weekly Activities
The UBS Tower raccoon did make it to the top safely. It turned out to
be a young female. She was captured and released into the wild.
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Problem and solution

Dear Salem-Keizer Families,
This supplemental packet contains two sections of math practice for students - review practice
problems and new math learning. As your student begins working, please watch for
communication from the classroom teacher about learning supports for the new material. If your
student has questions or difficulty with any of the pages, please do not hesitate to reach out to
the classroom teacher!
You can access these videos using your
phone and this code for more information
about the review standard:

You can access a video using your phone
and this code for more information about the
new standard:

Estimadas familias de Salem-Keizer:
Este paquete complementario contiene dos secciones de práctica de matemáticas para
estudiantes: repase los problemas de práctica y el nuevo aprendizaje de matemáticas. Cuando
su estudiante comience a trabajar, esté atento a la comunicación del maestro de clase sobre
los apoyos de aprendizaje para el nuevo material. Si su estudiante tiene preguntas o
dificultades con alguna de las páginas, ¡no dude en comunicarse con el maestro de la clase!
Utilice este código con su teléfono para ver
un video con información acerca del
estándar de matemáticas

Utilice este código con su teléfono para ver
un video con información acerca del nuevo
estándar de matemáticas

1x12, 2x6, 3,4
1x24, 2x12, 3x8, 4x6
1x36, 2x18, 3x12, 4x9, 6x6

Answers will vary.

